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listener's own background and temperament. In this article we need not get
bogged down in such complexities. We should note, however, that all the aforeme|loned forms of appropriation are modern or pre-modern in the sensethat the
borrowed elements or ityles are woven into the fabric of the host genres, which
retain their coherenceand continuity. Thus, for example, when North Indian musicians play South Indian rags, these rags then effectively become part of North
Indian music, losing their foreign character. Similarly, the intended effect in
Glinka's use of folk melodies is not that of pastiche, but of enrichment and nationalistic evocation within the contexts and general stylistic parameters of European
art music. Furthermore, both embodied and referential affect constitute musical
meaningin the sense of being emotionally expressive.These features, although
perhaps obvious, stand in contrast with postmodern forms of musical borrowing,
to which we may now turn.
Postmodernism, protest and hiPhoP
In the later 1980sthe group M.A.R.S.S. produced a massivehit entitled'Pump up
the Volume', which constiluted a sort of hip-hop landmark in the use of sampling
techniques,and also containedsome quintessentiallypostmodernistfeatures.The
song employed more than thirty samples(dlgitally-reproduced excerptsfrom prior
.u.o.-taitrgt;,set over a steady disco rhythm, interspersed with a vocal refrain (itself
a secondlhandsample). Towards the end of the song, a Passageof syntheticallyaltered (audibly accelerated)Arab singing is heard over the steady beat, matching
the tonality and rhythm of the song. Those familiar with this song, or with others
like it, should t"udily be able to hear that the sort of borrowing that occurs there
differs from both kinds of appropriation described above. First, the Arab singing
is clearly not meant to evoke imagesof Arabia (camels,deserts,dark-eyedwomen
behind beaded curtains, etc.); itJacceleratedartificiality makes all the more clear
that it is to be appreciated more as a quirky simulacrum than as any sort 9f res91ant symbol laden with referential meaning. Secondly, unlike, say, Glinka's -folk
meloiies, the Arab passageis not woven seamlesslyinto the stylistic fabric of the
piece, exceptinsofai as the entire song itself can be regardedas a pastiche.Rather,
meaning of the Passage'sincorporation derives precisely from its
ih"
"*pr"ttive
audiblf difference,its clearly foieign origin, and the synthetic artificiality of its
acceleration.The excerpt'sovert senseof othernessprevents it from assimilating
smoothly into the tottg't texture and generating 'embodied' meaning' In these
respects, the aesthetic here is quintessentially postmodern, involving neither
emtodied nor referential meaning, but instead revelling in a certain sort of
meaninglessness.
V]e.R.S.S.'s 'Pump up the Volume', although not a rap song, fypifies the
;cuf 'n' mix' collage used in hiphop accompaniments,
kind of postmodernist
by digital sampling or manual juxtaposition and combination ot
created
"ith"t
recordsby disc jockeys.While musical accompanimentsto many rap songsconsist
of simple ,"p"ut"d ru*pr or merely drum beats, others include a variety oi
,umpled exceiptswhose ,trug" is archetypicallypostmodern.Readersfamiliar with
,up ur" well acquaintedwithiuch practiles, which have been extensivelydiscussed
by scholars1e.g.Rose 7994,ch.3; wheeler 1991).Here it may suffice to point out
someof the moit typical techniques,which have becometrademarks,if not clich6s'
of hiphop postmodernism,just is have video monitors in the realm of performance
art. il4any^of the sampled riffs used in rap exhibit in one way or another their
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social reality, is grounded in the experienceof black Americans;the processesof
bricolage and appropriation can be seen as part of what Malcolm X called the
'incredibly difficult' process of constructing history and identity. Meanwhile, the
rhythmic intensity underlying and unifying the collage represents an affirmative
form of resistanceby suggesting dancingthrough adversity. Further, appropriation
and sampling can constitute forms of homage (e.g., to fames Brown) or overt
parody rather than postmodern pastiche. They similarly can be seen as replesenting an empowering mastery over technology, a critique of science using
techn-ologyitsilf, an attempt to deconstruct dominant-culture discourse, and a
reconstruction of oral history via neo-traditional 'signifying' (Wheeler 1991"p. 199;
Chambers 1987,pp.7840; Gates 1988,p.771; Rose 1994, ch.2,3). Thus, for
example,when Redman digitally mangles a news monologue about the 1992Los
Angeles riots (on 'News Break'), the effect - for this consumer - is not to trivialise
thelpheaval, but to comment on the artificiality of bourgeois media discourse and
contrast it with the rage and desperation of black street culture'
The point that I wish to stressis that the postmodernand modernist elements
in this artlorm, rather than being in conflict or awkward coexistence,are integrally
related in a coherent expressiveframework (and, most palpably, in a driving rhythmic framework). Similirly, as Rose (1994, pp. na) observes in her critique of
Willis, rap's postmodern elementscannot be regarded as negative contradictions
which it iould or should shed; rather, they are central to rap's aesthetics.Indeed,
just as Gilroy and others have stressedthe expressivepower derived from Afrodiasporic arts' doubleness,so is rap's combination of modernist and postmodern
techniquesa sourceof unique vitality and resonance.
et tne same time, the relationship between the two sensibilitiesis often fluid,
complex and contradictory. From one perspective,it may seem that postmodern
techniques are being used to expresspredominantly modernist themes; but on
anothei level, the entire cycle of production and consumption is animated by a
conceptual and socio-historicalpostmodernity. The synthesis of distinct yet interdependentaestheticapproachesparallelsrap's idiosyncraticcombinationof orality
ur,h nigh technology,ind the rap audience'ssimultaneousimmersion in postmodculture and its intense struggle for social dignity and material survival.
et.,
-ediu
As Gilroy (1993,p. 58) and Rose (1994,p. 24) have argued, it also reflects the
inherent contradiitions in rap's attempt to critique modeln society both from
within and without.
Postmodernity and pre-modernity in south Asian diaspora music
Migrant and border cultures have acquired an unprecedented degree of importance in the late twentieth century, in accordance with their increased size and
number, their accessto and use of the mass media, the enhancementof transport
and communications technology, and the related ideologies of multiculturalism
subsequentlynow entrenchedin the developedworld. Somemigrant subcultures
share features of Afro-American urban subculture, including socio-economicmarginalisationand alienation, histories of colonial and neo-colonialoppression,and
rl*ilut ambivalences towards mainstream media culture. Whether or not they
share the oppression-bred antipathies to modernity seen by Gilroy in Afrodiasporic culiures, migrants often have their own ambivalencestowards modernity, and they may have closerties to pre-modern ancestralcommunities. In some
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ways, diaspora communities may have even more profound inclinations towards
a sense of postmodernity in art and life. Migrants thus often find themselves in
the position of fashioning a new sort of eclectic social identity by u set of aesthetic,
ideological and political choices and rearticulations. The mass media often play
particularly significant roles in migrants' own senses of identity, in which the
ancestral fatherland may be represented primarily by mass-mediated entities like
recorded music. Both mainstream and fatherland media images have their own
sorts of associative depth, and their own sorts of perceived shallowness and
alienness. Images of the parental homeland may lack experiential referents in the
migrants' own lives, while at the same time, migrants may feel alienated from the
dominant culture and media discourse of their new homeland. Thus, both sets of
media images may tend to be perceived as depthless simulacra. Such imagerial
worlds, like global capital and the migrants themselves, can thus become in some
senses deterritorialised entities, embodying in their own way some of the basic
features of postmodernity. Thus, the migrant's sense of rootlessness and dislocation, the natural tendency towards artistic bricolage, and the arbitrariness of some
of the socio-aesthetic choices made lend much of diaspora expression a natural
affinity with and tendency toward the postmodern. Naturally, such tendencies
may be particularly marked in the case of individuals who are doubly or triply
diasporic, such as Indo-Caribbean migrants to North America.
At the same time, it is worth reiterating that the migrant's search for a sense
of identity, like that of modernising societies in general, is not necessarily a postmodern process, but one which synthesises traditional and contemporary subjectivities in an often profoundly emotional manner. The syncretic popular musics
cultivated by such communities often exhibit such contradictions with particular
clarily, combining pre-modern folk elements with the latest mainstream pop styles
in a self-conscious and often deliberately ironic sort of eclecticisrn.
We may take as representative some of the contemporary musics created by
the several million people of South Asian descent currently living in the Caribbean,
Great Britain, the USA and Canada. South Asian migrants have been sources for
some of the most creative postmodern artworks, from Salman Rushdie's Satanic
Versesto Srinivasan Krishna's Toronto-based film Masala. An overview of the popular musics of these internally diverse communities is beyond the scope of this
article. In terms of their contemporary urban popular musics, however, we may
note a few particularly prominent taste cultures. Migrants of Punjabi descent constitute an especially large, dynamic, self-conscious and musically active group,
whose members are spread throughout urban Great Britain and North America.
(Many such Punjabis are doubly diasporic, having been dislocated by the partition
of India and Pakistan in 7947.) Punjabi migrants have created their own sorts of
exile identity, reconciling traditions (real and 'imagined') of the pre-modern homeland with contemporary Western culture. The emergence of pop bhangra as a
syncretic fusion of Punjabi folk elements and disco/rock rhythms and instrumentation, has been a fairly predictable phenomenon, currently enjoying widespread
popularity in South Asia itself as well as in the diaspora (see Manuel7993, pp.
177-83; Banerji and Baumann 1990; Bauman 1990). Pop bhangra's combination of
synthesizers and dholak barrel drums, and the easy blending of bhangra rhythms
with those of disco and reggae, thus parallel similar syncretisms in other nonWestern pop musics. The coexistence of Punjabis alongside West Indians (of both
African and Indian descent) in places like Birmingham and Bradford has led to
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more eclectic sorts of musical cross-fertilisation. The 1980s and early 1990s have
witnessed the emergence of 'bhangramuffin' substyles, synthesising Punjabi texts
and folk rhythms with Jamaican reggae/dance-hall/raggamuffin declamation style,
and also incorporating elements from rap and Hindi film music, and other ingredients randomly cannibalised from the global style pool. Thus, a 1992 Bitmiylte
cassette by Bally Sagoo boasts of its 'classic Punjabi folk songs in true ragga style' ,
and indeed features traditional songs like 'Hey JamaTo' set to a variety of rhythms
in different club mixes, together with dance-hall verses in thick Jamaican patwa.
In such contexts, as Gilroy notes, reggae rhythm is easily detached from any
exclusive association with ]amaica, becoming instead one more international style
(Gilroy 1993, p. 82). Even thick Jamaican patwa becomes effectively deterritorialised when juxtaposed with Punjabi-language refrains for an ethnically-mixed,
UK-based audience.
since 7992 has been Punjabi-Birmiyite
Enjoying considerable popularity
rapper Apache Indian (Steve Kapur), who has fashioned his own idiosyncratic
fusion, singing, in dance-hall style, English lyrics which self-consciously mix
Indian, British and Caribbean images -'mix up the Indian with patwa', as he puts
it. Kapur's lyrics are light rather than profound, and on the whole are not devoted
to any particular explicit message. While it might be fruitless to over-analyse them,
it is worth noting that they exhibit a relatively consistent postmodern flavour in
their non-judgmental presentation of Indianness in a distinctly un-Indian musical
style. Some songs deliberately juxtapose Indian traditions, for example, the
arranged marriage (in a song by the same title) with contrasting Caribbean expressionslan Afro-Caribbean giunting 'Me want girl!' in guttural dance-hall style).'?
While Kapur's references to Indianisms occasionally border on caricature, on the
whole they neither lampoon nor celebrate, but rather foreground a syncretic,
depthless Indianness in a neutral media space, wherein all cultures seem like
two-dimensional entities. Indeed, the concept of 'India'in Kapur's lyrics is consistently and self-consciously shallow, reduced to jumbled lists of familiar foodstuffs,
personages, and stray Hindi and Punjabi phrases, garbled together with ]amaican
patwa and intertextual invocations of other DJs:
Me bring a brand new style upon the island, fe the black a fe white and fe the Indian . . .
Now me"sit down pon tire vdrsion like a crab pon the sand, like the vindaloo curry and
me two papadum, dem a ball fe Apache Indian,-me say ek, do-,ti1, me.say char, panch,chhe
. . . Nuf? DJ dem a have a fe dem own stylee, some a wa da dong deng some a come a
Now me know one gal dem a call Rani, pon her forehead now she
come follow me
have a bindi, and round she waist she haie a sari, and anything she say she have fe ball
after me, Ragamuffin Indian Apache . . . ('Chok There')
Kapur's postmodernism is particularly overt in the associations - at once rich and
aeptntesi - of his sobriquet, made explicit by his references to dub rapPers Super
Cai lalso known as Apiche) and Apache Scratchie, Caribbean Arawaks, and, of
course, Native Americans - the one sort of Indian Kapur is not' Finally, the 'cut
'n' mix' aesthetic spills on to the cover of his No ReseraationsCD, which is a typical
postmodern collage of map fragments (India, ]amaica), IuPee notes and |amaican
dollars, and old and new colour and black-and-white snapshots'
On one level, such syncretisms are quite logicat developments; Kapur himself
has stated that in Birmingham's 'healthy multi-racial musical scene . . it was
quite a natural thing' to start singing dance-hall, in a 'cross-style that refl9gls.a
multicultural background that most city kids like me grew up with' (in Jain 1993).
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Endnotes
1 I use 'simulacrum' in the sense of a media image
which has become a 'free-floating signifier' dislocated from any specific real-world referent'
2 This song may have added whimsical resonance
(intentional or not) for black men from the West
ln d i e s , w h e r e I n dia n g ir ls a r e o fte n se e n a s
desirable because of their straight ('good') hair

and Caucasian features.
for
3 Published interviews with rapper Redman'
uninterested
explicitly
to
be
instance, show him
in philosophising about his music, to the Point
thai he even denies - disingenuously, I would
say - that it has any social significance'
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